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The world is in dis-order. Uncertainty and instability are rising. Risks until recently the preserve of emerging countries now occur anywhere:
armed conflict, political strife, economic crisis, social shifts and environmental shocks. Current methods of risk anticipation and management
are fast losing effectiveness to growing complexity. As disruptions and costs mount, businesses and governments are pressed for resiliencebuilding solutions. In response, we have developed a pioneering strategic risk service that measurably enhances our clients’ ability to protect
key values and reach strategic goals, while fitting into evolving corporate governance frameworks
Our service encompasses security, political, economic, societal and environmental risks at local, country, regional and
levels. This multi-risk-multi-level lens greatly enhances the identification and management of the ecosystem of risks
which Eunomix calls global & country risk (GCR in short), and whose constituent risks rapidly emerge, spread and shapeshift. We have developed and implemented our GCR solution in close cooperation with blue-chip clients invested in and
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operating capital-intensive businesses in higher-risk regions.
Our solution integrates GCR resilience into risk, strategy and performance management practice to effect organisationwide results. We do this via an industry-leading single-point process, delivered by a seasoned transdisciplinary team, and
undergirded by a unique proprietary expert-system. Team, process and system offer: 1) objective risk analysis that
readily fits into our clients’ ERM processes; 2) expert insights and data-centric knowledge that undergird strategy-setting
and -delivery; and, 3) operationalisation of risk data into our clients’ performance management systems.
Our approach has facilitated large capital investment decisions, informed major strategy changes, anticipated valueimpacting issues, decreased critical risks, solved serious crises, and improved operational performance. It has greatly
enriched our government work focused on improving stability and sustainable socioeconomic, and reducing state
fragility, as it provides for in-depth comparative country performance diagnostic and forecasting. Our engagements
always strive to improve our clients’ social license, sustainability and economic impact, as these further enable resilience.
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Claude de Baissac has advised
businesses, governments and
global organisations in
emerging markets and beyond
for 25 years; often in the
trenches of crisis. His vast
experience, with over 400
projects in over 40 countries, deep expertise and
robust set of skills make him a precise
diagnostician, a cool-handed problem solver, a
clear-eyed strategist and an effective
communicator. He is a social scientist and data
buff who pushes the envelop toward the greater
resilience of organisations and communities in
fragile regions. He is founder and CEO of
Eunomix.

Eunomix Research is a division of Eunomix dedicated to contributing to public policy in resource-rich countries and those affected by
fragility. Our research is of high standard, original, independent and positively contributes to the policy conversation toward more
sustainable and resilient societies. Our research is available for complimentary download at www.eunomix.com/ourwork/php
2020: the performance of the South African state, its trajectory to failure and options for a sustainable society
Our latest research, published in 2020, derives from EunomixGCR, which we applied to measuring state performance in South Africa. The research tracked the trajectory of
South Africa, identified and benchmarked it against peer state performance countries, forecasted South Africa’s future performance, provided a data-centric analysis of the
causes of the country’s poor comparative performance, and proposed a strategic alternative toward durable growth and development. Our research was initially published as an
essay in Daily Maverick online. Considered a methodological and analytic groundbreaking work it received significant attention in South Africa and internationally.
2013 and 2019: mineral resource rents, growth and policy in Sub-Saharan Africa
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We conducted a groundbreaking quantitative analysis of the role of mineral resource rents in growth in SSA between 1970 and 2010. We showed that growth had remained
commodity-driven, that diversification had not been successful, and that governments tended to apply dampening countercyclical policies when seeking to capture greater
benefits from mineral extraction. We also showed that mineral rents are far more sensitive to policy than are oil & gas rents relative to commodity prices.
The research was updated in 2019 with a focus on Zambia, a country whose dependency on mining has remained pronounced since independence, and which experienced
profound changes in mineral policy. Zambia’s mining sector performance, anchored on copper, was compared with that of Chile. We documented the wide divergence in the
performance of two countries who in 1970 produced similar amounts of copper, with Zambia failing to meaningfully utilise its mineral resources for development.
2018: the impact of mining policy on the performance and socioeconomic contribution of mining policy in South Africa
We conducted a comprehensive quantitative analysis of the impact mineral policy has had on the performance and socioeconomic contribution of the mining sector in South
Africa over the past twenty years. Through rigorous comparison with peer mining countries, we showed that SA’s mineral policy has had a detrimental effect on both. Our
research thus showed the law overall efficacy of South Africa’s mineral policy.
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This discussion is derived from a September 2020 essay published in Daily Maverick, which tracked the trajectory of South Africa, identified
and benchmarked it against peer state performance countries, forecasted South Africa’s future performance, provided a data-centric analysis
of the causes of the country’s poor comparative performance, and proposed a strategic alternative toward durable growth and development

It is available on our website at https://www.eunomix.com/our-work.php as:
Late-late Development, the Developmental State and South Africa. A Data-centric Analysis of State Performance Decline, its Causes and an Outline of the
Narrow Path away from Failure
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NOT MANUFACTURING, AND NOT RESOURCES…
1. Resource-rich countries have low
levels of manufacturing: almost
none have manufacturing in GDP
higher than 17%
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2. Conversely, no manufacturingintensive state has rents higher
than 7% of GDP
3. Manufacturing and resourceintensity appear to be mutually
exclusive, while manufacturing
correlates with competitiveness to
an extent natural resources do not

Data compiled and processed by EunomixGCR
Data sources: Economist Intelligence Unit, Institute for Economics and Peace, United Nations, World Bank, World Economic Forum
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NOT MANUFACTURING, AND NOT RESOURCES…

South Africa has
deindustrialised at
accelerating pace, while
mineral rents have
collapsed

South Africa has
deindustrialised while it
has rapidly and
continually lost
competitiveness
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than 7% of GDP
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Data compiled and processed by EunomixGCR
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Average GDP growth per annum between 2009
and 2017
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3. Manufacturing and resourceintensity appear to be mutually
exclusive, while manufacturing
correlates with competitiveness to
an extent natural resources do not

Source: World Bank
Data compiled and processed by EunomixGCR
Data sources: Economist Intelligence Unit, Institute for Economics and Peace, United Nations, World Bank, World Economic Forum
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NOT LABOUR EITHER…
1. Employed in population are
lowest to world and peer averages
in SA and India, highest in Thailand
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2. Wages/GDP in SA as are at world
average, highest in peer group and
rising, lowest in Mexico
3. GDP/person employed in SA is
2nd highest, higher than world
and peer averages, lowest in India
4. GDP/capita in SA is between world
and peer averages, highest in
Mexico, lowest in India

Source: World Bank
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AND STATE INTERVENTION IS FAILING
1. Since 2009 SA’s GDP’s growth has
been the 2nd slowest to India’s
fastest and Brazil’s slowest
2. SA’s government expenditure
increases have outpaced growth
by 45%, 2nd to Brazil’s 120%
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Source: World Bank

STRATEGY MUST UNLOCK THE SOURCES OF GROWTH, AND THIS
PASSES THROUGH A FUNDAMENTAL CHANGE IN STRATEGY
1. The B4SA strategy restates prescripts long advocated by business organisations. Many are correct, notably the emphasis on the criticality of policy,
investment climate and investment and growth enablers. The most problematic aspects of it are:
• Too many sectors are priorities, and several sectors have little growth-generating and unemployment-reducing effects. The strategy has too many
focus areas, even though many deserve attention: corruption, the business environment, labour legislation, state-owned enterprises reform,
education, policy incoherence, etc.
•

The proposal insufficiently targets the structural depletion of the sources of growth and its causes: 1) cost and availability of capital, production
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entrants, transports and logistics, labour, government services; 2) policy quality and certainty; 3) the government’s own failure to address these.

•

Mass-employment generation is eschewed, and special economic zones are not mentioned – perhaps because the ones we have are so inept.

•

The strategy seems to presume that ANC, government and public sector have the will, capability and capacity to play their parts. Yet almost none of
these preconditions exist. This puts the proposed strategy at risk of reversing back to the well-entrenched circular trap of SA’s strategy: to build the
state so that the state can become the developmental state that will anchor growth… How long is that piece of string? How far down crisis before it is
irreversible?
2. Our requirement is to design a strategy whose goals are achievable given our trajectory, our constraints and our assets, and which can be delivered
through the capability and capacity that are at our disposal now. Government’s strategy is nowhere near that point, and the ANC strategy proposal
takes us further away. For many reasons, understandable and not, the B4SA strategy falls well short.
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Eunomix Business & Economics Ltd™ is incorporated in Mauritius, and Eunomix Research™ is incorporated in South Africa. Eunomix™, Eunomix Research™ and EunomixGCR™ are
registered trademarks of Eunomix Business & Economics Ltd™, trading as Eunomix™. The content of this document is copyrighted and protected by intellectual property laws in
Mauritius and South Africa. This includes all logos, design elements, trademarks, and any content representing original intellectual property of Eunomix.
You agree to treat all content, in whole and in part, as being strictly confidential and the exclusive intellectual property of Eunomix™. This content may not be reproduced without
written consent from Eunomix™. It may not without written consent of Eunomix™ be communicated, shared, sold or distributed in any way to any other business, person or entity,
private or public, including and not limited to shareholders, associates, employees, subsidiaries, and customers. Any such action represents unauthorised use.

